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ABSTRACT

Studies of information seeking and workplace collaboration
often find that social relationships are a strong factor in
determining who collaborates with whom. Social networks
provide one means of visualizing existing and potential
interaction in organizational settings. Groupware designers
are using social networks to make systems more sensitive
to social situations and guide users toward effective collaborations. Yet, the implications of embedding social networks in systems have not been systematically studied.
This paper details an evaluation of two different social
networks used in a system to recommend individuals for
possible collaboration. The system matches people looking
for expertise with individuals likely to have expertise. The
effectiveness of social networks for matching individuals is
evaluated and compared. One finding is that social networks embedded into systems do not match individuals’
perceptions of their personal social network. This finding
and others raise issues for the use of social networks in
groupware. Based on the evaluation results, several design
considerations are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Dustin is an engineer for a consulting firm. He was recently
asked to design a new component for a larger engineering
project. Dustin is not very familiar with the project, so he
will need help. Perhaps he can find another engineer on the
project with whom he can kibitz and thrash out various
design ideas. Dustin turns to a system to get a recommendation of another engineer with whom he can collaborate.
The system uses a social network to recommend three people that Dustin has communicated with in the past. Dustin
stares quizzically at these recommendations wondering
why these people were suggested.
The use of social networks in groupware systems is rising
in popularity because of their descriptive and analytical
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power. Designers and implementers are using social networks to visualize small through large group connections
and guide users toward collaborative interaction. The hope
is to make systems more sensitive to a broad range of social
situations. However, the implications of adopting social
networks as a system abstraction are poorly understood.
There are many factors from both an individual and group
perspective that have yet to be evaluated.
This paper describes the evaluation of a system that makes
recommendations using two different social networks for
the same organization. The evaluation compares recommendations made using a social network to recommendations made without a social network. Evaluations of systems that include a social network have rarely focused on
the efficacy of the social network itself. To reiterate, the
focus of this contribution is not on the social networks in
and of themselves (there are other venues for that specific
discussion). Instead the focus is on evaluating two social
networks in the context of specific system usage and how
users interpret the effectiveness of those social networks.
The paper begins with a review of several systems that include social networks to facilitate new or renewed collaboration. The paper then describes two social networks that
were collected and incorporated into a recommendation
system. A brief overview of the recommendation system
and its social network matching techniques is followed by
the evaluation. The results lead to a reflection on current
approaches and problems when using social networks in
groupware systems.
FROM VISUALIZATION TO COLLABORATION

Social networks often represent groups of people and the
connections among them. The strengths of social network
analysis have resulted in increasing use for understanding a
range of small through large group interaction. In general,
social networks originated from a descriptive and analytic
discipline, but there is a trend toward embedding social
networks into systems with the goal of facilitating new or
renewed collaboration.
One common approach is to use social network visualizations as an overview of group participation or group membership. In systems that take this approach the visualization
and what it conveys to the user is of primary concern. The
Netscan project [24, 25] provides one of the more elaborate
visualizations of Usenet news group participation. Netscan
mines Usenet news groups across many dimensions. Net-

scan uses the mined data to present several different social
network visualizations of participation in Usenet. Conversation Map [22] is a content browser that also mines Usenet
news groups. Conversation Map not only provides a content visualization by analyzing message content, but also
displays a social network of participants.
Other systems attempt to use social networks as a mechanism for recommending specific people for collaboration.
In this approach a visualization is often a means of finding
a specific person. In ReferralWeb [10], co-authoring and
co-citation relationships are mined to create a social network and the resulting visualization is used to find a possible expert. The social network in ReferralWeb can also
answer queries about how far (in person-person edge links)
one researcher is from another and who is between.
Ogata etal. [20] also use social networks to facilitate finding a person with whom to collaborate. Their system focuses on mediating personal connections (PeCo) by mining
and analyzing email exchanges among individuals. The
mining and construction of the social network relies on a
type of speech act model of communication. A user can
find another by making different queries, but the user is
never shown a visualization of the social network.
Ogata et al. evaluated PeCo through a field experiment and
subsequent survey. In the field experiment graduate students were made available (through email) to help undergraduates enrolled in a course on C programming. Briefly,
the survey results found that the undergraduates valued
PeCo for helping them find help but did not feel that the
system accurately reflected the social closeness of their
friends in the programming course.
Contact Map [17] takes a different approach to supporting
collaboration among individuals. Contact Map is a personal
communication and contact management application that
uses a social network visualization to present contacts. A
key difference from prior systems is that Contact Map
visualizes an ego–centric social network. Contact Map
mines email to gather contact information (e.g. email address, phone number, etc.) of individuals with whom the
user has communicated. It generates a metric of the
strength of tie between the user and the contact and displays the more heavily weighted ties centrally in the visualization. The user can then color and rearrange contacts to
represent work, project, team or other social groupings.
Nardi et al. [17] present a preliminary evaluation that considers the email contact mining metrics and choices that
individuals make to include or exclude a given contact
from the Contact Map. They found a huge variance in the
number of contacts identified by mining and the number
that were deemed relevant to each user. As well, they present some qualitative data regarding the choices and rationale of users when deciding to include specific contacts in
their ego–centric social network.
This evaluation builds on the prior work by considering, in
greater detail, how users perceive and interpret social networks when they are incorporated into a system. Organizations have many different social networks. The two social
networks used in this evaluation were collected to represent

specific factors that positively influence organizational
information sharing and collaboration. Before describing
the evaluation it is essential to describe these social networks, how they were collected and what they represent.
ONE ORGANIZATION, TWO SOCIAL NETWORKS

Organizations have complex social structures. It is often
difficult to completely understand who knows who, how
people cooperate and how they come to know each other.
Social networks are one way to analyze groups and the
relationships that comprise them.
Studies of collaborative behavior often find that an individual’s social network strongly influences information seeking and collaboration behavior [1, 5, 6, 11, 18, 19]. In these
studies, social networks describe a broad, complex, range
of social and organizational interaction. These results demonstrate the importance of workplace sociability, shared
context and physical location, among other properties, as an
influence on collaborative activity.
Nardi, Whittaker, and Schwarz [18] is one recent example
of this genre. Their qualitative research examines the many
factors that influence individuals’ choices in initiating collaboration. As well, they provide detailed description of
how social ties wax and wane over time, through different
projects and varying organizational affiliations. While
Nardi et al. did not perform a structural analysis, nor a
visualization of the social networks in their study, their
results lead to Contact Map [17], a system that does visualize ego–centric social networks.
Others approach information seeking and collaboration
research using a more structural approach from the start.
Allen [2] and Eveland et al. [7] examined the interaction
patterns of information seeking using methods that could
visualize the social network of participants. Allen [2] performed several detailed analyses of social networks. Allen
mapped intra- and inter- organizational relations for groups
of research engineers. These visualizations helped identify
key organizational members known as technological gatekeepers. Work by Eveland et al. [7] considered “help networks” as a type of social network. Help networks are arrangements of people who assist each other with adopting
new technologies. Eveland et al. visualized the relations
that facilitated information seeking during the adoption of
new computing infrastructure at a university.
Different collection and analysis techniques can yield different visualizations and interpretations of a given social
network. This is not a problem. Indeed organizations and
individuals have many differing social networks. This work
does not attempt to present a discussion of collection nor
analysis techniques; there are established sources for that
(c.f. [3, 23, 28, 30]). Rather, it is more important to understand what is represented by a given social network.
The next sections describe two social networks collected at
one organization and argue that these networks represent
the relationships intended in the collection. One social network was collected using qualitative methods, while the
other network was collected using a quantitative approach.

The Organizational Setting

The social networks were collected at a medium sized
software development company called Medical Software
Company (MSC)1. MSC develops, sells and supports medical and dental practice management software. Practice
management includes patient demographics, scheduling,
patient reminders, insurance reimbursement, and patient
billing. MSC’s clients include group practices with as few
as three doctors or dentists to large managed health care
organizations with hundreds of doctors.
MSC has over 100 employees at its headquarters and approximately 60 additional employees who work in wholly
owned subsidiaries and remote offices around the US. This
study focuses on two key departments, technical development and technical support. These departments are central
to MSC’s core software business and comprise more than
one third of the employees at headquarters.
The studies at MSC cover a three year time span. They
began with an in-depth ethnographic study that lasted nine
months. The ethnographic study was followed by numerous
periods of intensive data collection. MSC has participated
in a number of field studies [12, 14-16].

code, utilities, and a PC based prototype system. Node 2
contains two components representing additional members
of technical development. The smaller component represents administrative and managerial staff. The larger component represents developers who work directly with the
dental and medical system. The small subgraph in Node 3
represents development staff who handle technical writing
tasks. Node 4 contains small and large components representing members of dental and medical technical support,
respectively. The subgraph in Node 5 represents the members of technical support who perform hardware based field
service. Node 6 represents client managing.
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The Work Group Graph: A Social Network of Shared
Workplace Context

One important factor of information sharing in an organization is establishing a common context for interaction and
communication. The first network represents how participants at MSC view shared contexts. This social network is
called a work group graph (WGG) because it prioritizes
logical work groups and work context over organizational
boundaries.
The WGG was constructed through ethnographic methods;
interviews, participant observation, and artifact collection.
This collection is similar to that used by Nardi et al. [18].
However, the goal here was to develop a network capable
of visualizing logical work groups in the organization. The
WGG is shown in Figure1.
The visualization in Figure 1 has much in common with
many social network graphs. Each lettered node represents
one person. The linear proximity of nodes is less important
than the existence of an edge between nodes. The nodes
representing individuals are anonymized in a systematic
way such that, for the researcher only, a letter can be traced
back to a specific person. The WGG visualization represents one way that systematic qualitative data can be visualized from a structural perspective.
Figure 1 shows a hypergraph (a hierarchical graph) containing six main nodes. The main nodes represent common
work groups. The six main nodes represent boundaries of
participant stated groups. Components within a main node
represent logical work similarity within a group.
The subgraph in Node 1 represents members of technical
development who work with operating system specific
1. This is not the real name of the organization. The names
of the organization and participants have been changed.
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Figure 1. The work group graph (WGG).
The WGG does not represent formal organizational
boundaries. In comparison, organizational boundaries at
MSC would break this graph into four units; two technical
development units (Node 1, separate from the union of
Nodes 2 and 3), technical support (Nodes 4 and 5), and
client managing (Node 6).
The WGG displays work related context around individuals
who do similar tasks. However, it does not represent these
contexts equally well. The focus of the ethnographic study
(Nodes 1 through 4) reasonably distinguishes individuals
with related work context. However, nodes representing
other areas (Nodes 5 and 6) were important enough for
participants to mention, but not important enough to distinguish relevant tasks. As well, because the WGG focused on
work similarity as a means of identifying shared context, it
does not effectively identify individuals who span contexts.
The SPS Social Network: A Social Network of
Workplace Sociability

Another important factor of information sharing in an organization is the sociability of various individuals. Individuals
who socialize frequently are more likely to collaborate in
the future. The second social network at MSC was designed
to represent and visualize workplace sociability.

A Successive Pile Sort (SPS) [4, 29] technique was used to
collect the second social network. In this technique, the
name of every member in the group is written on a card.
Participants sort the cards using a high level rubric supplied
by the researcher. Each participant is free to interpret the
rubric in her own way. The first sort results in a number of
“piles” which are, in turn, sorted using the same rubric. The
level of the sort at which individuals or groups are broken
apart indicates the connection weight between the members. The connection weights are aggregated across all participants to create an edge weighted social network.
The SPS collection again focused on members of technical
development and technical support. Participants were
challenged to create sorts with the rubric “who hangs out
together.” This rubric was designed to reveal the social
structure rather than work context structure at MSC. Motivating the SPS collection by asking “who hangs out together” was one way to consider the more sociable aspect
of interaction at MSC. Each participant required between
45 and 90 minutes to sort 47 cards.
The SPS data were aggregated and a Multi-dimensional
Scaling (MDS) was performed. An MDS is useful for identifying related clusters. Many MDS tools generate a visual
diagram of these clusters. A byproduct of performing an
MDS is a distance matrix. This matrix was fed to a graph
layout tool. The MDS diagram and the graph layout displayed equivalent structures. Figure 2 is the graph layout.

size of the networks collected is much too large for traditional validation techniques.
Figure 2 has a high level of face validity for MSC. The
clusters are representative of social and work relations. In
Figure 2, the cluster at the top represents technical support,
who hang out and work together. The clusters at the bottom
are technical development. The lower left cluster consists
of people who work on operating system code and utilities.
The lower right cluster represents developers who work on
the dental or medical system. Since data were collected in
the workplace, perhaps it is not surprising that the participants notion of “who hangs out together” is guided by who
works together. This result is similar to that found when
evaluating Contact Map [17]. There is a large overlap between workplace sociability and formal work groups.
EVALUATING TWO SOCIAL NETWORKS

As groupware designers and developers adopt social network techniques, it is important to understand how new
systems impact users. Evaluations of systems that include a
social network have rarely focused on the efficacy of the
social network itself. This evaluation specifically considers
the effectiveness of two social networks used in an expertise locating system at MSC. Before describing the evaluation it is necessary to provide an overview of the expertise
locating system and how it uses these two social networks.
An Expertise Locating System

Expert finding systems are a type of recommendation system designed to find a person who has specific knowledge
of a problem domain. A number of systems fall into this
category [8, 10, 13, 15, 26, 27]. Different expertise finding
systems approach the problem with different techniques
and often have different goals.
The Expertise Recommender (ER) [15] is designed to augment naturalistic information seeking behavior in an organization. ER cannot replace key individuals. Instead, it
helps people to locate expertise in unfamiliar parts of an
organization and provides alternatives when key individuals are unavailable. ER takes into account many things
when making a recommendation. Unique to ER and crucial
to this evaluation is that ER attempts to socially tailor recommendations to the individual making a request by using
social networks.

Figure 2. Graph of the SPS social network.
A traditional approach for validating a social network is to
take the diagram back to the social group, tell individuals
where they are in the graph, and let them ‘interpret’ the
correctness of the graph. At the time of the collection and
analysis, the author had been interacting with MSC for over
18 months and had performed a detailed qualitative study.
Given the level of familiarity with the participants, the
author’s understanding of the social groups was used to
validate the network. Some social network practitioners
may be critical of this approach. However, the whole notion of ‘validating’ a social network is changing. The trend
to collect social networks using automated methods such as
mining email or other communication records is pushing
the bounds of traditional techniques. In some instances, the

Simplifying the actual recommendation process, ER makes
recommendations in two steps. First ER finds a set of individuals who are likely to have the necessary expertise. A
prior evaluation found that individuals recommended by
ER are likely to have expertise [14]. These potential recommendations are then matched to the person requesting
expertise using a social network. In this approach, the users
are never explicitly shown a visualization of the social network. This social matching approach is similar to that taken
by Ogata et al. [20]. The ER matching approach is different
from that taken by ReferralWeb [10] and Contact Map [17]
which explicitly show a social network visualization.
The MSC implementation of ER includes two socially motivated matching methods; the SPS social network and the
work group graph (WGG). The SPS social network reflects
workplace sociability. The SPS network is used because the

literature on information seeking suggests that people often
seek help from individuals they know socially. In the
evaluation, the matching option that relies on the SPS network is called “Social Network.”
The WGG reflects shared work context. The WGG is used
because research literature suggests that shared context is
one key factor to effective information seeking and exchange. Sharing a similar context improves the likelihood
that two individuals can effectively communicate about a
given problem. In the following evaluation, WGG matching is called “Departmental” matching in order to distinguish it from “Social Network” matching and simplify the
explanation to the participants.
For the purposes of this evaluation, ER included a way to
turn off both socially motivated matching techniques. This
“No Matching” simply provided the list of people who ER
identified as having potential expertise from the first step of
ER’s recommendation process. Choosing “No Matching”
makes ER generate recommendations similar to many other
expert finding systems (cited above). The use of a “No
Matching” technique in the evaluation proved useful. Since
“No Matching” returns the exact same response for the
same query from all participants, it represents a fixed point
of comparison.
In ER an escalation of a problem relaxes the system constraints on who is considered; both in finding individuals
with expertise and in social matching. Escalating a request
casts a bigger net, potentially finding less capable people,
but maybe people more available and willing to interact.
Evaluating Social Networks for Recommendation

A structured interview protocol served to focus participants’ attention on the effectiveness of ER’s social network
matching. Participants used ER to make expertise requests
and were then asked to compare, side-by-side, the results of
a request using one matching method to the results without
matching. In each instance the participant was specifically
asked to judge “Which is better?” and “Why?” Each participant compared four separate requests; two comparing
Social Network to No Matching and two comparing D epartmental to No Matching. Each request was compared,
escalated and then compared again. Eighteen people participated in the evaluation. The interviews were recorded,
transcribed and analyzed. The evaluation was a qualitative
investigation, however, the transcripts where coded for
‘positive,’ ‘negative,’ and ‘non-committal’ comments comparing each matching to No Matching condition. No significant quantitative differences were found, but the following discussion presents results reflective of the trends.
No Matching

Several participants preferred No Matching. Both of ER’s
socially motivated matching techniques can suppress2 a
2. In ER one or more escalations of a recommendation request will eventually expose a person who was previously
suppressed. The evaluation protocol included the use of
escalation in order to demonstrate this.

person who has expertise because they are too far away in
the social network. Some participants did not like the way
matching techniques suppressed possible recommendations. In effect, they expressed a type of ‘more is better’
attitude. One participant was a staunch supporter of the
‘more is better’ approach. In a discussion about her preference, she commented that the extreme (e.g., just listing
everyone in a department or the company) was impractical.
Some people preferred No Matching because matching was
working too well. At one point, Eyal, a highly respected
employee for his technical skills, was asked whether he
preferred one set of results to the other. He paused, clearly
torn at having to choose between the two. The problem for
Eyal was a trade-off.
Yeah, yeah, because here you have three people
where two of them can probably help, the third one
not at all [pointing to No Matching]. Here I have only
one, that is right person, but you don’t give me any
more choices [pointing to Departmental]. Here you
might choose the wrong person [pointing back to No
Matching] … — Eyal
In this particular instance, there was a cost for being correct. When a socially sensitive matching technique performs too well, users can feel like they have somehow lost
control. In this case the user wanted the system to be correct, accurate and provide him choices.
Departmental Matching

The Departmental matching technique is based on the work
group graph (WGG) collected at MSC. Many comments
were favorable to the WGG. In the quote below, a junior
programmer, is happy with how matching works, but recognizes that a slightly different problem would lead him to
choose No Matching over Departmental matching.
So the Departmental one is very much accurate for a
technical, for me, for a technical question about it.
But as far as the setup and how it can work for clients
and what different features it may have, as to how
certain clients have used it in the past, and how
they’re using it now, to recommend how a current
client should use it, I think I would probably use the
no filter one, because that would bring me up people
from support and from client managing. — Simon
Simon recognizes that Departmental matching is suppressing recommendations of people who have expertise in
how customers setup and use the system. For his context,
for a technical question, this would be acceptable. However, Simon recognizes that for expertise in a different
context, setup and use, he might want people from support
and client managing who are in work groups that are, in a
sense, further away from him. Simon did not see that the
matching technique would adapt. He was anticipating the
needs of individuals who would use the system in a different context with different questions and needs.
Still other participants liked how Departmental matching
worked, but suggested changes to address their concerns.
… that’s a good concept, the Departmental filter. So
you could go to the department and then when you

escalate it maybe be able to choose which department
you want to escalate it to. Maybe, find somebody in
field service or find somebody in development. —
Victor
I guess, ideally, if it’s a Departmental, if there was a
way to put in support and then another department,
training [or] client managing is my two choices and
then, then I’d just get other people, so I wouldn’t lose
Peter because he might be a good contact. — Katie
Both Victor and Katie are support representatives who just
want to be able to focus the direction of the matching technique and how it escalates to include more people. They
want to control how the system relaxes constraints in the
WGG. In this way they could then control which work
contexts are considered first. They recognize that they have
insight into the problem context and that, with a little control over the way in which the system relaxes constraints,
they might improve the effectiveness of matching.
Social Network Matching

Social Network matching relied on the SPS social network
collected at MSC. Comments about the SPS social network
were mixed. Some participants saw it as working for them
and were generally positive. However, there were others
who were quite negative. Participant responses to Social
Network matching were by far the most polarized.
Exemplary of the positive responses was Simon’s; a programmer who recognized what Social Network matching
could provide him.
… the Social Network one was good in that it gave
me somebody I knew I could get a hold of and was
close and would be easy for me to talk to. — Simon
The ability to find someone who would be “easy for me to
talk to” is one goal of using a social network that represents
the sociability of the participants; like the SPS social network at MSC. But the participants saw problems with Social Network matching as well.
One set of problems concerned the specific implementation
of the social network. Many participants recalled the time
spent performing the Successive Pile Sorts. The use of SPS
and aggregation techniques may result in an analytically
useful social network, however this aggregation was a serious problem for the participants. One example of this was
Liz, a junior technical support representative.
Now is this, when you’re talking social, you’re just
talking physically social? … So it’s like a generalization based on data from everybody? … So it’s not
my personal social network? Just how other people
view everybody else in the department. … I probably
wouldn’t choose the Social Network, just because it
wouldn’t be appropriate. — Liz
Liz was quite unhappy that the social network was an aggregation. She felt that since the network was a function of
other people’s opinions it could not result in an appropriate
match tailored to her.
Daniel, the V.P. of Development, had a similar reaction.
When comparing two recommendations he noticed that the

Social Network match suppressed a person recommended
in No Matching. In the interview Daniel asked, “Social
network? Whose social network? …” He thought that the
match could not be correct, because he felt particularly
close to the person who was suppressed. Daniel explained,
Social network? Whose social network? … I would
think that he would show up, I would just think that if
you apply a social filter he would be … He’d be
closer. He’s socially closer. — Daniel
In addition to the problems from an aggregate social network, several participants felt that matching should never
be based on social criteria. These participants most often
expressed the idea that they just wanted the person who
knew the most. For example, Justin, a senior support rep,
expressed serious concerns about Social Network matching.
For Justin,
‘Hang out’ doesn’t mean anything. When I need a
question answered I’m going to go to the person who
knows the answer. — Justin
Liz, the support rep who had a problem with the aggregate
social network expressed a similar view. In the quote below, Liz just wants to have the system identify the person
who knows the most, not a “friend.”
Certainly the Social Network wouldn’t be appropriate. The way I see it when I’m working on an issue I
don’t want to talk to a friend I want to talk to somebody who’s gonna know what they’re doing. And if
I’ve never talked to them before, that doesn’t matter
to me because I’m doing something for a client and
that’s my revenue. — Liz
Liz was particularly critical of the Social Network matching
technique and critical, in general, of socially sensitive
matching. However, she recognized that there were social
situations that are embarrassing because a person may not
have a reasonable way to pick one source of help over another. Liz related a story, which she clearly found embarrassing.
… Like I didn’t know until a few months ago that
Jake was the VP of our department. I had no idea.
And I would call him randomly and just, you know,
spit off some stuff that I’d been doing some work for,
like, platinum clients and we’re supposed to talk to
the VP of the department and, and then, I was told to
go to Jake and I’m like why? Well, he’s the VP of
our department. I’m like, oh, really? Oh, my gosh,
I’ve been here for a year and a half and I didn’t know
that. — Liz
In further discussion, Liz rationalized that there is no good
solution to problems like this one. It never occurred to her
that a system using socially sensitive matching could assist
people in avoiding some embarrassing situations.
Liz and Justin both want to get the expertise as quickly as
possible, and seem to be willing to endure embarrassment
to get help. For Justin, a senior support representative, the
social costs of getting expertise may never be too high.
However, for Liz, a junior support rep, the costs could be
very high. The comments by Liz and Justin were not fo-

cused on the results of any single recommendation, but on
the general direction. Their concern was that recommendations might focus on social aspects first and expertise second, possibly recommending “friends” with little expertise.
Lastly, there were a few people who, while still critical of
the Social Network matching, saw promise in it. These
people recognized that socially sensitive techniques presented a range of potential problems; but problems that
could be overcome. Some people, like Andreas, recognized
that social situations shift over time.
… people change their social networks from time to
time. Departmental is known, probably, so, you
should probably make it learn over time and make it
easy for people to update their data. — Andreas
The people who saw promise in Social Network matching
attributed problems to social changes that take place between the time when data are collected and when groupware is deployed. For these participants, a solution requires
that the social network adapt over time and that people be
allowed to modify their individual social network data.
DISCUSSION

In the context of HCI, social networks, as a groupware design and interaction component, have not been critically
scrutinized nor systematically evaluated. This work takes
the stance that social networks embedded in systems require user based evaluation similar to any other system or
UI component. These results raise a number of issues for
the use of social networks in groupware systems.
It seems clear that individuals have mixed feelings about
social networks as a tool for finding collaboration. Social
networks derive from an analytic and descriptive perspective, whereas their application in groupware is often oriented in a slightly more prescriptive direction. The distinction between the way social scientists actually use social
networks and the way groupware designers would like to
use social networks is important and should be highlighted
in the growing discussion of social networks in the research
literature. Indeed, some of the following results are known
by social network practitioners, but have not made their
way into the discussion of system design and implementation. Recapitulating some of the results and implications:
Perceived trade-off: Incorporating social networks into a
recommendation system, specifically an expertise locating
system, results in a conflict between users’ perception that
a match is purely social and their desire to find a person
who has expertise. Effectively, they perceive a trade-off
between finding the most knowledgeable person or a person with whom they can easily interact. Actually, the system identifies a potential expert first, then performs social
matching; but the users still perceive a trade-off. Groupware systems that incorporate socially sensitive matching
techniques, like social networks, will face this dilemma.
Control & transparency of social matching: Users often
have insight into their problem. They believe that if given
control over how the social network is searched, they can
get a better match. This finding is also related to the issue
of providing choices when matching. A system that per-

forms too well, recommending a single match, might encounter resistance because of the users’ perception that they
have less control. Related to control is the way the system
explains a match or a recommendation. Users seemed to
look to the system to explain a match when the aggregate
social network generated recommendations that differed
from their view of their ego–centric social network. This
argues for some parameterization of socially sensitive
matching techniques. Users naturally want the system to
augment and assist, not replace their natural behavior.
Ego–centric and/or aggregate social networks: Individuals
have a more subtle understanding of their own social network than that attained by aggregation techniques. It would
be easy to claim, in hindsight, that it is obvious that individuals would reject aggregate social networks over one
that is somehow specific to them. Ogata et al. [20] point to
this problem, but it is not a major focus in their evaluation.
A majority of systems use aggregate social networks without systematic evaluation. There is clearly value to be derived from both representations, the how, which, and when
is an open question from a users’ perspective.
Social dynamism: Peoples’ social networks are dynamic.
The social networks in this evaluation were collected using
traditional field methods and were therefore a snapshot of
the participants’ real social networks. Participants were
charitable to the system with regard to this, but it is still a
serious problem. As we design groupware that incorporates
social networks we need to think carefully about how to
handle dynamism in terms of social network membership,
link meaning, and strength [9, 21].
Bootstrapping the social network: Although this may not be
clearly evident from the evaluation, bootstrapping a social
network for a system is amazingly problematic. The system
evaluated here relied on traditional field methods to collect
the social network data. This approach is time consuming
and will not scale to very large groups. However, it is not at
all clear that the predominant method for bootstrapping
large groups (i.e. mining email or other electronic communications) is any better at producing an accurate social network from an individual’s point of view. The preliminary
evaluation of Contact Map [17] showed a high variability
in the mined result from one individual to the next.
This work examined how users interpret a socially sensitive
recommendation system. The evaluation compared two
social networks in the same system and found that users
have mixed feelings about the effectiveness of the general
approach. The application of social networks by groupware
designers and implementers will continue. The results and
discussion suggest several key issues that designers should
consider when building social networks into new systems.
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